INSTALL RAMP/LANDING PER MANUFACTURERS DRAWINGS, TYP.

TETHERBALL POLE TO BE REMOVED AND RETURNED TO DISTRICT, TYP. OF FIVE (N) UNIT IH1 (N) UNIT IH2

3'-0"

PAINT 4" WIDE BLUE STRIPE

INSTALL $250 FINE SIGN ON (E) POST, TYPICAL OF (4)

PAINT 12" HIGH LETTERS "NO PARKING" AT (E) ACCESS ISLE

PAINT 4" WIDE BLUE STRIPE

ROOM CAPACITY SIGN

SELF LUMINOUS EXIT SIGN

CENTER ABOVE DOOR IF NOT ADJACENT TO CAPACITY SIGN

TOILET ROOM DOOR SYMBOL (EXT. FACE OF DOOR)

ROOM IDENTIFICATION SIGN (EXT. SIDE ONLY) OR TOILET ROOM IDENTIFICATION SIGN (EXT. SIDE)

TACTILE EXIT SIGN (INT. SIDE ONLY).

SEE FLOOR PLAN FOR SIGN LOCATIONS

ACCESSIBLE ENTRANCE SIGN (EXT. SIDE) SEE FLOOR PLAN FOR SIGN LOCATIONS. MOUNT AT +4' - 0" A.F.F.

TACTILE EXIT ROUTE SIGN. SEE FLOOR PLAN FOR SIGN LOCATIONS

WHERE TWO SIGNS ARE REQ'D ALIGN SIDE BY SIDE (NOT ABOVE OR BELOW)

0' - 4" RAISED LETTERING

RM NO.

CONTRACTED GRADE 2 BRAILLE

WHITE ID TEXT OR FIGURE OVER CONTRASTING BACKGROUND

0' - 6 1/2" 1/2" TALL RAISED LETTERING

ROOM NAME

1/2" TALL RAISED LETTERING

ALTERNATIVE SIGN SIZES AND CONFIGURATIONS MAY BE APPROVED BY THE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION. ALL PROPOSED SUBSTITUTIONS MUST MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE CBC AS OUTLINED ABOVE.

3/8" MIN A.F.F. TO BASELINE OF HIGHEST LINE

+5'-0" MAX A.F.F. TO BASELINE OF BRAILLE CELL

+4'-0" MIN A.F.F. TO BASELINE OF HIGHEST LINE

+3'-0" TO BASELINE OF BRAILLE CELL